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S
urface faceting can be understood as
a morphology change from a planar
surface to a hill-and-valley structure.

While clean metal surfaces rarely facet,

adsorbate-induced faceting of surfaces,

driven by the anisotropy of surface free en-

ergy, is a general phenomenon observed in

many systems.1–3 Usually the facets have

more close-packed surface structures than

the original surface, resulting in a mini-

mized surface free energy, although the to-

tal surface area may be increased. Studies of

adsorbate-induced faceting can deepen

our understanding of the stability of sur-

faces in contact with a reactive gas environ-

ment, which is essential for selecting and

controlling a desired surface morphology.

Faceted surfaces have also been used as

model systems to study structural sensitiv-

ity in catalytic reactions4–6 and may be used

as templates to grow nanostructures.7,8

So far, adsorbate-induced faceting has

been studied experimentally on various

metal surfaces such as W(111),1,2

Mo(111),9,10 Ni(210),11,12 Pt(210),13 Ir(210),14

Rh(553),15 Re(112̄1) and Re(123̄1),16,17 as

well as vicinal Cu surfaces.18–21 Although

the enhancement of the anisotropy in sur-

face free energy is the thermodynamic driv-

ing force for facet formation, in most cases,

this process is hindered by kinetic limita-

tions. Therefore, not only a critical adsor-

bate coverage is required but also a mini-

mum annealing temperature, allowing the

system to overcome all kinetic barriers in

the process of facet formation.

Ermanoski et al. have recently found

that O adsorption can induce faceting of

Ir(210).14,22 Starting with planar Ir(210),

which is a relatively open surface, and de-

positing oxygen at coverages of � � 0.5 ML,

they could produce three-sided nanopyra-

mids by annealing the O-covered Ir(210)

surface to temperatures higher than 600 K.

Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) re-

vealed that these facets, which completely

covered the surface, expose faces of Ir(311),

Ir(311̄), and Ir(110). Furthermore, higher

resolution STM images showed that, while

the (311) and (311̄) faces are always unre-

constructed, some (110) faces are partially

reconstructed. This superstructure was pro-

posed to be a “stepped double-missing-

row”-(110) surface.23

After facet formation, oxygen that still

remains on the surface can be removed by

reaction with H2 at T � 400 K. During this re-

action, the nanopyramidal surface struc-

ture is not affected since the kinetic barrier

of facet destruction is not reached at these

low temperatures. The clean nanofacets re-

main stable up to �600 K, and for higher

temperatures, the surface reverts to the

original planar Ir(210).

By changing the annealing temperature

for the formation of oxygen-covered fac-

eted Ir(210), nanopyramids with average
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ABSTRACT Density functional theory calculations were performed to obtain an atomistic understanding of

facet formation on Ir(210). We determined geometries and energetics of clean and oxygen-covered surfaces of

planar Ir(210) as well as Ir(311) and two types of Ir(110) surfaces, which are involved in faceting by forming three-

sided nanopyramids. Using the energies together with the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics approach, we

studied the stability of substrate and facets in the presence of an oxygen environment. Our results show that

facets are stable over the entire temperature range at which oxygen is adsorbed on the surface at coverages >0.45

physical ML, supporting the picture of a thermodynamic driving force. We also investigated the dependence of

the phase diagram on the choice of the exchange-correlation functional and obtained qualitatively the same

behavior. Finally, this work helps to better understand reactivity and selectivity of O-covered planar and faceted

Ir surfaces in catalysis.
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sizes ranging from 5 to 14 nm can be generated. Follow-

ing oxygen removal, these surfaces provide unsup-

ported monometallic substrates with well-defined

structures and controlled sizes for studying size effects

and structure sensitivity of catalytic reactions.4–6

After describing the thermodynamic procedure to

evaluate the surface stabilities, we report calculations

on the oxygen adsorption on Ir(210), (311), (110), and

(110) superstructure surfaces. The obtained energies

are then used with the ab initio atomistic thermody-

namics approach to obtain the corresponding surface

phase diagram. Finally, a short summary and future

prospects is given.

THERMODYNAMIC CONDITION FOR FACET
FORMATION

The energy required to form facets can be expressed

as a sum of changes in the Gibbs free energies mainly

related to surface, edge, kink, and strain contributions:

∆Gform )∆Gsurface +∆Gedge +∆Gkink +∆Gstrain + ... (1)

When the size of the facets is large enough such that

the overall contribution of step edges, kinks, and strain

to the formation energy is rather small, it is reasonable

to approximate the energy of formation by �Gsurface

only. On the basis of this condition (also called Herring

condition), facet formation should occur when

∆Gform ≈ ∆Gsurface )∑
f

Af
finalγf

final - Ainitialγinitial < 0 (2)

which means that the system gains energy by trans-

forming from an initial surface orientation with a sur-

face free energy �initial and an overall area Ainitial to a

faceted surface, where the fth face is characterized by

�f
final and Af

final. Since, in our case, facets showing differ-

ent faces are formed on the initially planar surface af-

ter adsorption of oxygen, eq 2 converts into the follow-

ing condition, which has to be fulfilled in order to show

facet formation:

∑
f

Sf

cosϑf
γf

final(T, pO2
) < γinitial(T, pO2

) (3)

where Sf specifies the partial contribution of face f to

each pyramidal-shaped facet, while �f is the tilt angle

of face f with respect to the initial substrate. In case of

a fully faceted surface, Sf is the proportion of the surface

covered by face f, such that the sum over Sf equals 1.

For the present case, where oxygen causes the for-

mation of nanopyramids exhibiting {311} and (110)

faces, eq 3 becomes

S311

cos ϑ311
γ311(T, pO2

) +
S110

cos ϑ110
γ110(T, pO2

) < γ210(T, pO2
) (4)

To evaluate the different surface free energies rel-
evant in eq 4, the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics
approach was used, which uses the condition that most
relevant surface structures are characterized by a low
surface free energy

γ(T, pO2
) ) 1

A
[G - NIrµIr

bulk - NOµO
gas(T, pO2

)] (5)

where G is the Gibbs free energy of the particular slab,
A the corresponding surface area, and �Ir

bulk and �O
gas

are the chemical potentials of both reservoirs the sys-
tem is assumed to be in contact with: Ir bulk and gas-
eous oxygen (O2). Since the temperature and pressure
dependence of all solid phases (surface and Ir bulk) is
small compared to those of gaseous phases, the oxy-
gen chemical potential, which is given by

µO
gas(T, pO2

) ) 1
2[EO2

tot + µO2
(T, p0) + kBTln(

pO2

p0
)] (6)

dominates the T and p dependence of the surface free
energy �. Here EO2

tot is the DFT-calculated total energy of
an isolated O2 molecule and �̄O2

(T, p0) is the standard
chemical potential that includes all contributions from
vibrations and rotations of the molecule and the ideal
gas entropy at 1 atm. Although the standard chemical
potentials could be calculated from first principles, for
the phase diagram that will be discussed later, we used
the corresponding �̄O2

(T, p0) values from the JANAF
thermodynamic tables.29

The Gibbs free energy G of the slab and the oxygen
chemical potential have contributions from the inter-
nal energy U, configurational entropy, and vibrational
free energy Fvib. The first contribution can be obtained
from electronic structure DFT calculations. Since in the
following we are only interested in relative stabilities, it
is also reasonable to neglect contributions from con-
figurational entropy.30

Following the approach described in ref 31 the vi-
brational contributions to � coming from oxygen ad-
sorption were estimated. At typical pressures of 5 	

10
11 atm, at which the faceting experiments were per-
formed, and temperatures up to which oxygen is
present on the surface (T� �1150 K), we found these
contributions to be rather small, leading to a slight tem-
perature shift of �25 K only, but not causing any modi-
fications in the ordering of surface phases. Therefore,
in the following calculations, vibrational contributions
have not been considered.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following, we first discuss the adsorption of

oxygen on the different surfaces that are involved in
the facet formation, separately [Ir(210), (311), (110), and
(110) superstructure; see Figures 1–4]; these were all
generated on the basis of the calculated lattice con-
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stant of 3.90 Å (exptl32 � 3.84 Å). The resulting bind-

ing energies are then used to generate the correspond-

ing surface phase diagram for which we used the facet

tilt angles (�f) and partial contributions to each

pyramidal-shaped facet (Sf) as summarized in Table 1.

Regarding the facets, two configurations are distin-

guished: (i) nanopyramids with (311), (311̄), and (110)

regular faces, and (ii) and nanopyramids with (311),

(311̄), and (110) superstructure faces, which both have

been observed experimentally.

Although in previous calculations we found that for

clean Ir(110) a (1 	 4) reconstruction is slightly more

stable than the unreconstructed (1 	 1) surface,31 the

latter becomes more stable as soon as oxygen adsorbs.

Since in the present work the (110) faces are only rel-

evant for the nanofacets that form due to oxygen ad-

sorption, in the following, we
will not consider the recon-
structed Ir(110) surface.

Since the surfaces studied
here have different unit cell
sizes, for our calculations, we
use geometrical coverages �,
which are defined as the num-
ber of adsorbed oxygen at-
oms per (1 	 1) unit cell (see
Figures 1–4) and vary with sur-
face orientation. These are dif-
ferent than physical coverages
often used experimentally,
where adsorbate saturation is
defined as 1 ML. While for
Ir(110) regular and Ir(311) 1
geometrical ML is approxi-
mately 1 physical ML, for
Ir(210), there is a 2:1 ratio
(geom/phys),33 and for Ir(110)
superstructure, the conversion
is approximately 8:1.

Figures 1–4 show probable
(highly symmetric) binding
sites, which were used as ini-
tial positions for the adsor-

bates, as well as the most stable adlayer configura-
tions, for which the binding energies and bond
distances are summarized in Table 2. All oxygen bind-
ing energies reported here are with respect to half a
gas-phase oxygen molecule.

Ir(210)�O. We began our studies with DFT calcula-
tions on the adsorption of atomic oxygen on planar
Ir(210) with coverages of � � 0.5, 1, and 2 ML.

At 0.5 ML, we find that oxygen prefers binding at
B-sites (see Figure 1-1) but slightly shifted toward the
H position. This allows each adatom to form covalent
bonds to two top-layer Ir atoms [d(Ir1
O) � 2.15 Å] and
the nearby second-layer Ir atom [d(Ir2
O) � 2.10 Å], fi-
nally resulting in a three-fold binding. In this configura-
tion, the binding energy per oxygen atom is 2.11 eV.
The next stable binding sites are the T-site (BE � 1.78
eV) and C-site (BE � 1.76 eV), which are considerably
less stable than the B-site. Moreover, we find that oxy-
gen is not stable at A, D, E, and H positions and during
geometry optimization moves to nearby positions: A ¡

T, D ¡ B, E ¡ C, and H ¡ B. For those sites, the adsor-
bates were first fixed in the x and y directions, and after
preoptimizing the geometry, all constraints were re-
moved in the final optimization procedure.

At a coverage of 1 ML, oxygen binds most strongly
on top (T-site) of each first-layer Ir atom (BE � 1.78 eV)
and at D-sites (BE � 1.76 eV), which allows the adsorbate
to coordinate to two Ir surface atoms. Only slightly lower
binding energies were obtained for the C-site (BE � 1.75
eV) and B-site (BE � 1.74 eV). At the remaining positions

Figure 1. Top view of Ir(210) showing all binding sites at which O adsorption has been studied (left), as
well as the most stable structures for different coverages (right): (1) 0.5 ML, (2a�d) 1 ML, (3) 2 ML.

TABLE 1. Surface Area A per (1 � 1) Unit Cell (Calculated),
Partial Surface Contributions (S), and Tilt Angles (�) For
Two Types of Nanopyramids: Those Consisting of (311)
and (110) Faces and Those Consisting of (311) and (110)
Superstructure Faces; For the Tilt Angles, Experimentally
Measured and Geometrically Derived (Assuming Bulk-
Truncated Unrelaxed Pyramids) Values Are Given (Taken
from Ref 23)

surface A (Å2) S �exp (°) �geom (°)

Ir(210) 17.00 
 
 

Ir(311) 12.61 0.70 18.7 � 0.7 19.29
Ir(110) 10.75 0.30 19.0 � 0.9 18.43
Ir(311) 12.61 0.47 18.7 � 0.7 19.29
Ir(110)-superstr. 82.24 0.53 7.0 � 1.0 7.13
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(A, E, and H), oxygen is not stable and moves to nearby

positions (A ¡ T, E ¡ C, and H ¡ B). The similar binding

energies for O on B-, D-, and T-sites result in a lower bar-

rier for O diffusion along the -T-D-B-D-T- direction. This

unusual 1D oxygen diffusion may be the key to the ex-

perimentally observed higher reactivity of Ir(210) for CO

oxidation compared to that of faceted Ir(210), where the

onset CO2 desorption temperature is much lower on pla-

nar than that on faceted Ir(210).6

When the coverage is increased to 2 ML, a variety

of oxygen overlayers could form. Using the position la-

beling of Figure 1, several possible combinations of dis-

tinguishable surface sites have been studied. Among

these configurations occupying A and C (see Figure 1-3)

leads to the highest binding energy (BE � 1.01 eV). In

this configuration, the adatoms form a hexagonal-like

structure. Interestingly, the A-site was found to be un-

stable at lower coverages (0.5 and 1 ML). This might ex-

plain the presence of two peaks in the low coverage re-

gime of the O2 TPD spectra (see O2 TPD spectra for

oxygen coverages �0.5 physical ML of Figure 2 in ref

14). There the peak temperatures are (roughly) 1200

and 950 K for 0.5 physical ML of O. However, it should

be noted that at higher oxygen coverages (�0.5 physi-

cal ML) the low temperature peak shifts to a range be-

tween 780 and 900 K and therefore might be due to de-

sorption from different faces of the faceted surface,

since in this temperature range the surface already con-

verts to the nanofaceted structure (due to higher oxy-

gen coverage of �0.5 physical ML).

Ir(311)�O. Ir(311) oxygen coverages of 0.5 ML, hav-

ing (1 	 2) or (2 	 1) periodicity as well as 1 ML with

(1 	 1) periodicity, have been studied.

At � � 0.5 ML, oxygen prefers binding at the A-site

(bridge site) in a (1 	 2)-O adlayer structure (see Fig-

ure 2-1a) for which we calculated a binding energy per

oxygen atom of 2.16 eV. In this configuration, the oxy-

gen atom is 1.33 Å above the Ir surface plane (averaged

over all Ir atoms in the topmost surface layer) with a

Ir
O bond length of 1.97 Å. Induced by the presence

of the strongly interacting adsorbates, there is a signifi-

cant row-pairing of the topmost surface atoms, in which

the Ir atoms, which are not bound to the same ada-

tom, reduce their interatomic distance by 0.12 Å. This fi-

nally enables the oxygen atom to sit closer to the sub-

strate. The next stable surface sites are the three-fold

hollow F-site (BE � 1.59 eV), where oxygen binds to two

top-layer and one second-layer Ir atoms and the on-

top T-site (BE � 1.27 eV). In contrast, oxygen is not

stable at B-, C-, D-, and H-sites and moves to the follow-

Figure 2. Top view of Ir(311) showing all binding sites at
which O adsorption has been studied (top), as well as the
most stable structures for different coverages (bottom): (1a
and 1b) 0.5 ML, (2) 1 ML.

TABLE 2. Binding Energies (Referenced to 1/2 O2), Sites, and Bond Lengths for Oxygen on Ir(210), Ir(311), Ir(110), and
Ir(110) Superstructure Surfaces at Different Coverages; Only the Most Stable Structure for Each Coverage is Listed (The
Ir�O Bond Lengths are as Labeled in Figures 1–4)

structure coverage (ML) binding site Ebind (eV per 1/2 O 2) distances (Å)

Ir(210) 0.5 B 2.11 Ir1
O � 2.15, Ir2
O � 2.10
Figure 1-2a 1.0 T 1.78 Ir
O � 1.80
Figure 1-2b 1.0 D 1.76 Ir1
O � 1.96, Ir2
O � 2.06
Figure 1-2c 1.0 C 1.76 Ir1
O � 1.92, Ir2
O � 2.06
Figure 1-2d 1.0 B 1.74 Ir1
O � 2.24, Ir2
O � 2.05

2.0 A/C 1.01 Ir1
O1 � 1.99, Ir2
O1 � 1.97
Ir1
O2 � 1.83, Ir2
O2 � 3.26

Ir(311) Figure 2-1a 0.5 A 2.16 Ir
O � 1.97
Figure 2-1b 0.5 A 1.71 Ir
O � 1.98

1.0 A 1.72 Ir
O � 1.98
Ir(110) 0.25 D 2.04 Ir
O � 1.97

0.5 D 2.09 Ir
O � 1.97
1.0 D 1.59 Ir
O � 1.99

Ir(110) superstructure 1.0 F 2.19 Ir1/Ir2
O � 1.98
2.0 F/D 2.11 Ir1/Ir2
O1 � 1.98

Ir3
O2 � 1.98
3.0 F/F/D 1.96 Ir1
O1 � 2.06, Ir2
O1 � 1.94

Ir3
O2 � 1.98
Ir1
O3 � 2.06, Ir4
O3 � 1.94

4.0 F/F/E/E 1.31
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ing nearby positions during geometry optimization: B
¡ A, C ¡ A, D ¡ E, and H ¡ F.

Besides the adlayer arrangements discussed above,
a coverage of 0.5 ML can also be achieved in a (2 	

1)-O structure (Figure 2-1b). Although in this configura-
tion the preferred binding sites are again A-sites, the
adsorption energy of 1.71 eV is 0.45 eV lower than with
a (1 	 2) periodicity. This behavior can be explained
by the relatively strong O
O repulsion since along each
second substrate row all adjacent A-sites are occupied.
Therefore, the row-pairing effect that was observed in
case of the (1 	 2)-O structure and led to a reduced
oxygen
surface distance is absent now, resulting in
d(surface-O) � 1.49 Å. However, the Ir
O bond lengths
are still 1.98 Å, showing that the nature of the bond re-
mains (almost) unchanged. Again, with the (2 	 1) pe-
riodicity, F- and N-sites are less favorable positions com-
pared to A-sites by 0.39 and 0.42 eV, respectively, and
adsorption at B-, C-, D-, or H-sites is not stable at all.

Increasing the oxygen coverage to 1 ML, we still find
the A-site to be most stable with a binding energy per
adatom of 1.72 eV (see Figure 2-2), which is almost ex-
actly the value obtained for 0.5 ML in a (2 	 1)-O struc-
ture. Therefore, we can conclude that even with 1 ML
oxygen on the surface the O
O interaction is mainly
due to adatoms being adsorbed on the same substrate
row and that there is a negligible interaction between
oxygen atoms of different rows. As for the previous
cases the Ir
O bond length is again 1.98 Å and the
substrate
O distance is 1.42 Å.

Ir(110)�O. Since we have recently reported detailed
studies on clean and oxygen-adsorbed Ir(110) sur-
faces,31 here we only give a brief summary.

Considering several ordered oxygen structures for
each coverage, we always found the bridge site (D-
site) to be preferred (see Figure 3). At 0.25 ML, only
weak lateral adatom interactions can be expected.
Therefore, the binding energy of 2.04 eV and bond
length of d(Ir
O) � 1.97 Å which we calculated for a
p(2 	 2)-O adlayer at the D-site should almost repre-
sent the zero-coverage limit. As a consequence of the

strong interaction between oxygen and the surface,
both Ir atoms to which the adatom binds are displaced
by 0.07 Å away from the oxygen. This behavior, which
we have already seen for the (311) surface and which
seems to be more general for the late 5d elements, is
also known as row-pairing. Significantly lower binding
energies were obtained for C- (Ebind � 1.24 eV), B- (Ebind

� 1.22 eV), and T-sites (Ebind � 1.16 eV).
At 0.5 ML, c(2 	 2)- and p(2 	 1)-O are both more

stable than the p(1 	 2)-O adlayer, with binding ener-
gies per oxygen of 2.09 and 2.04 eV, respectively (oxy-
gen at D-sites). The geometry of the most stable config-
uration [c(2 	 2)-O] shows good agreement with
experimental measurements on the “oxidized” sur-
face.38 The expression “oxidized” is usually used since
there is still an ongoing debate whether oxygen is ad-
sorbed on the surface or forms a surface oxide. For the
Ir
O distance and the vertical separation of the top-
most substrate layers, we calculate values of d(Ir
O) �

1.97 Å and d12 � 1.31 Å, which should be compared to
the corresponding experimental distances of 1.93 �

0.07 and 1.33 � 0.07 Å. This agreement is rather inter-
esting since the experimentally prepared c(2 	 2)-O
structure is usually thought of being adsorbed on an al-
ready formed surface oxide,37–41 while in our calcula-
tions we assume a pure Ir(110)-(1 	 1) surface.

At a coverage of 1 ML, the D-site still remains ener-
getically favored with binding characteristics of Ebind

� 1.59 eV and d(Ir
O) � 1.99 Å. Interestingly, the top
site (T-site) becomes the second favorable adsorption
site (Ebind � 1.10 eV). Whereas at D-sites the Ir
O bond
length is almost independent of the coverage, the ad-
sorbates are closer to the surface plane by �0.06 Å for
both 0.25 and 0.5 ML compared to 1 ML. In addition, the
calculated binding energy is significantly lower for 1
ML than for 0.25 and 0.5 ML by 0.45 and 0.50 eV, which
is a direct consequence of a strong O
O repulsion.

Ir(110) Superstructure. Experimentally, it was found that
the (110) faces of each nanopyramid consist of regular
Ir(110)-(1 	 1) but also a more rough surface structure.
On the basis of STM images and geometric consider-
ations, Ermanoski et al. proposed the latter surface to
be a stepped double-missing-row Ir(110) superstructure
as shown on the left side of Figure 4.23

To better understand the oxygen adsorption on
this rather complex surface and to add this structure
to the full surface phase diagram (see next section), we
performed DFT calculations on systems with up to four
O atoms per unit cell, i.e., � � 1, ... , 4 ML.

Among the higher-symmetric surface sites indi-
cated in the lower left model of Figure 4, a single oxy-
gen atom per unit cell prefers to occupy F-sites (Ebind

�2.19 eV), which are bridge positions located directly
below the last Ir atom of each stepped row. Interest-
ingly, binding on top of the row at the B-site, which
again allows for bridge binding, results in an only
slightly lower binding energy of 2.12 eV. Therefore, we

Figure 3. Top view of unreconstructed Ir(110) showing all
binding sites at which O adsorption has been studied (top),
as well as the most stable structures for different coverages
(bottom): (1) 0.25 ML, (2) 0.5 ML, (3) 1 ML.
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can conclude that, on this stepped surface, oxygen is

likely to be near the end of each row. However, there

is a small barrier of �0.2 eV to diffuse from B- to F-sites,

which can be understood as a kind of Ehrlich


Schwöbel barrier. The next stable surface site is the

D-site with a binding energy of 2.03 eV. Although this

value is only 0.09 eV lower than the binding energy at

the nearby B-site of the same row, diffusion of oxygen

along the substrate rows is hindered by a relatively high

barrier of �1 eV, thus again leading to a strong localiza-

tion of adatoms around the row ends.

As a consequence of the rather extended surface

unit cell of this structure, even two oxygen atoms per

unit cell give a relatively low adsorbate density. There-

fore, both oxygen atoms behave as almost independent

adsorbates, and while the first oxygen occupies a F-site,

the D-site remains for the second oxygen (see Figure

4-2). The weak O
O interaction is also confirmed by the

binding energy per adsorbate of 2.11 eV, which is ex-

actly the averaged value for binding a single oxygen per

unit cell at F- and D-sites (see above). Only slightly

weaker binding (Ebind �2.06 eV) is obtained with the

more symmetric configuration of locating oxygen at-

oms at B- and D-sites.

Adding a third oxygen atom per unit cell does not

change the binding site of the first two adsorbed at-

oms. Since most of the remaining vacant surface posi-

tions are lower-lying with respect to the surface plane,

which are rather unfavorable surface sites, the third

atom binds at the second of both possible F-sites (see

Figure 4-3). For this F/F/D configuration, we calculated

a binding energy of 1.96 eV per oxygen. Compared to

the previous systems with one or two oxygen atoms per

unit cell, this value is reduced, showing an increasing

O
O repulsion. Caused by this relatively strong O
O

repulsion, an adlayer configuration in which the spac-

ing between the oxygen atoms is smaller (adsorbates at

F-, F-, and B-sites) leads to an 0.53 eV lower average

binding energy.

Finally, with the knowledge obtained already, we

studied two possible arrangements with four oxygen

atoms per unit cell: (1) at F-, F-, E-, and E-sites and (2) at

E-, E-, C-, and C-sites. Since the O
O spacing in the

first arrangement is on average larger than that of the

second configuration, we find the first structure (see

Figure 4-4) to be 0.76 eV more stable with an average

binding energy of Ebind �1.31 eV.

(pO2
, T) Surface Phase Diagram. The surface stabilities

and oxygen binding energies for the different surfaces

discussed in the previous sections and summarized in

Table 2 [Ir(210), Ir(311)/Ir(311̄), Ir(110), and Ir(110) super-

structure] were used to generate a full phase diagram

for surface faceting (see Figure 5). There we distinguish

between clean and oxygen-covered surfaces of (i) pla-

nar Ir(210), (ii) nanopyramids with (311), (311̄), and (110)

regular faces, (iii) and nanopyramids with (311), (311̄),

and (110) superstructure faces. The surface free ener-

gies � for the faceted surfaces were calculated using the

left side of eq 4 with the parameters for the partial sur-

face areas and facet tilt angles summarized in Table 1.

Each summand of this equation was evaluated by eq 5

where the main temperature and pressure dependence

Figure 4. Top and perspective view of the “stepped double-missing-row” Ir(110) superstructure, showing all binding sites at which O
adsorption has been considered (left), as well as the most stable structures for the different coverages (right): (1) 1 ML, (2) 2 ML, (3) 3
ML, (4) 4 ML.
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is assumed to be dominated by the oxygen chemical
potential (eq 6). As already mentioned above, this ap-
proach is based on the Herring condition, in which con-
tributions from step-edges, kinks, and surface stress or
strain are considered to be small. In order to construct
the phase diagram, the total surface free energy was
plotted against the oxygen chemical potential refer-
enced by ��O � �O

gas 
 1/2EO2

tot. The chemical poten-
tial was then converted to a temperature scale for pO2

� 5 	 10
11 atm since most facet formation experi-
ments have been conducted under this pressure. The
remaining discussion is based on this condition.

Although experimentally the coexistence of (110)
regular and (110) superstructure was observed on the
largest nanopyramids, we only consider the extremes in
which the entire (110) faces of all pyramids are either
(110) regular or (110) superstructure (see above).

Since our interest is in clean or oxygen-covered sur-
face structures, we concentrate on the chemical poten-
tial range, where the IrO2 bulk oxide (rutile-type struc-

ture) is not stable. To evaluate this condition, we
calculated the corresponding heat of formation. The
obtained value of ��O � 0.93 eV per oxygen atom is
lower than the experimental value of �Hf

0 � 1.17 eV/O,
which is related to the known difficulties of density
functional theory to accurately describe the O2 mol-
ecule. Therefore, we shifted the ��O scale to match the
experimental value (see ref 31). This procedure only
causes a modified reference for the oxygen chemical
potential but does not change the conclusions, which
are based on relative stabilities.

The surface phase diagram (Figure 5) shows that
for temperatures above 1130 K no oxygen is adsorbed
on the surface (phase a), which nicely agrees with the
experimental value of 1150 K.14 Although we find the
lowest surface free energy for a faceted surface in which
the nanopyramids consist of (311), (311̄), and (110) su-
perstructure faces, the second type of nanofacets as
well as planar nonfaceted Ir(210) are only 3
4 meV/Å2

less stable. Since this energy difference is certainly
within the accuracy of the calculations, from the sur-
face free energies alone, no clear statement on the mor-
phology of the clean surface is possible, that is why, in
Figure 5, phase a has been assumed to show coexist-
ence between clean planar and clean faceted Ir(210).
However, so far we have neglected energy contribu-
tions from step-edges and kinks, which usually reduce
the stability. Since these contributions, which will be in
the same energy range, are only relevant for the faceted
surfaces, we would predict the most stable clean sur-
face to be planar Ir(210). This is also in agreement with
experiment observations, finding clean planar Ir(210) at
these high temperatures.

Below 1130 K, adsorption of oxygen takes place,
causing the formation or stabilization of the nanofac-
eted surface. While facets formed at higher tempera-
tures consist of (311), (311̄) and (110) superstructure
faces (Figure 5, phases b and c), at lower temperatures,
facets with (311), (311̄) and (110) regular faces are stable
(phases d
f). Formation at even lower temperatures
leads to an increasing oxygen coverage on the differ-
ent facet faces but does not modify the structure. Fi-
nally, the IrO2 bulk oxide appears as a stable phase for
temperatures lower than 575 K.42 Overall, we find the
surface phases summarized in Table 3.

While we expect clean planar Ir(210) to be the
stable phase at high temperatures, oxygen-covered
planar Ir(210) might only be stable at temperatures
below 1050 K and low adsorbate coverages. How-
ever, facets immediately become stabilized if there
is enough oxygen on the surface to generate phase
b or c of the phase diagram (Figure 5), which means
0.5 ML on both {311} faces and 1.0
2.0 ML on the
Ir(110) superstructure phase. Assuming that during
facet formation no oxygen desorbs from the surface,
this would convert to �0.9 ML (0.45 physical ML)
on the planar Ir(210) substrate, which nicely agrees

Figure 5. Surface phase diagram for the faceting of planar Ir(210), which
shows the surface free energy � as function of the oxygen chemical poten-
tial ��O. It combines clean and oxygen-covered planar Ir(210) as well as two
types of three-sided nanopyramids: (311)/(311̄)/(110) regular (red lines) and
(311)/(311̄)/(110) superstructure (green lines). To avoid confusion, only those
phases (lines) are shown which are most stable (lowest lying) in their particu-
lar oxygen chemical potential range (labeled as a�f). The models below
the diagram sketch the surface structures and oxygen coverages of these
phases. Finally, for pO2

� 5 � 10�11 atm, ��O has been converted to a cor-
responding temperature scale given above the diagram.
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with the critical coverage for faceting of �0.5 physi-
cal ML observed experimentally.14,22 Moreover, the
presence of the (110) superstructure face at temper-
atures of 1130 K � T � 1000 K is rather remarkable.
On a planar Ir(110) surface, this superstructure is al-
ways less favorable than regular (110), but this is dif-
ferent for the faceted Ir(210) surface. There, the su-
perstructure forms on the (110) side of the
nanopyramids at higher temperatures, which is a
consequence of the nonlinear dependency of the
surface free energy on the tilt angle (see prefactors
on the left side of eq 4) and the fact that the (110)
faces of the nanopyramids are already tilted with re-
spect to the (210) substrate. Again, this behavior is
observed experimentally.23

In order to evaluate the influences coming from
choosing the PBE exchange-correlation functional, we ad-
ditionally calculated the most relevant surface structures
with the LDA functional and generated the equivalent
surface phase diagram. Comparison shows that with the
LDA functional all phase transitions are shifted toward
higher temperatures, without causing any changes in the
ordering of the stable phases. Furthermore, the stability
ranges, respectively, chemical potential ranges, of the dif-
ferent phases are almost the same with both xc function-
als. Therefore, the conclusions drawn above are qualita-
tively independent of the xc functional.

CONCLUSIONS

We have applied DFT to study the stability of clean

and oxygen-covered surfaces of Ir(210), (311), (110),

and (110) superstructure, which are involved in the for-

mation of nanopyramidal facets on Ir(210). For these

surfaces, our calculations provide detailed information

on the binding geometries and energetics of oxygen

with different coverages. Using these energies in con-

junction with the ab initio atomistic thermodynamics

approach, we studied the surface stabilities on the ba-

sis of the corresponding surface phase diagram and

found that for an oxygen partial pressure of 5 	 10
11

atm and temperatures lower than 1130 K, oxygen ad-

sorbs on the surface, leading to the formation of the ex-

perimentally observed three-sided facets. While at

higher temperatures these facets consist of (311), (311̄),

and (110) superstructure faces, at lower temperatures,

the (110) face is found to be unreconstructed, leading

to (311)/(311̄)/(110) regular facets. Finally, lowering the

temperature only leads to an increasing oxygen cover-

age at the different facet faces. While in this work we fo-

cused on the facet formation on Ir(210) induced by gas-

eous oxygen, future work will aim at the role of

changing the adsorbate (e.g., Cl) as well as the nature

of the interface (solid
liquid).

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
In order to calculate the total energies of different surface

structures, which are required to draw the full (p, T) surface phase
diagram, we performed DFT slab calculations using the CASTEP
code24 with Vanderbilt-type ultrasoft pseudopotentials25 and
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-
correlation functional proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzer-
hof (PBE).26

Layer-converged supercells consisting of 16-layer slabs
for Ir(210), 11-layer slabs for Ir(311), 12-layer slabs for Ir(110),
and 7-layer slabs for the Ir(110) superstructure were used to
model oxygen adsorption with different coverages and ad-
layer structures. To decouple the interactions between neigh-
boring slabs in the supercell geometry, repeated slabs were
separated by a �12 Å vacuum. For Ir(210), Ir(311), and Ir(110)
superstructure, the bottom three layers and, for Ir(110), the
bottom four layers were fixed at the calculated bulk struc-
ture, and the geometry of the remaining layers plus adsor-
bates was fully optimized (to �0.03 eV/Å). The Brillouin zones
of the (1 	 1) surface unit cells of Ir(210), (311), (110), and
(110) superstructure were sampled with 10 	 8, 14 	 8, 14

	 10, and 4 	 4 Monkhorst
Pack k-point meshes,27 respec-
tively. Finally, a plane-wave basis set with an energy cutoff of
340 eV was used.

Investigating the error sources related to slab thickness,
vacuum size, plane-wave cutoff, and k-point mesh, we found
the maximum overall error bar in the surface free energy to
be �5 meV/Å2 when using optimized values for each
parameter.

Due to the known difficulties of DFT in correctly reproduc-
ing the binding energy of dioxygen, throughout this work, all
oxygen binding energies are given with respect to half a gas-
phase oxygen molecule. Therefore, for direct comparison with
experiment, one has to add 1/2Ebind(O2).
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TABLE 3. Temperature Ranges, Structures, and Oxygen Coverages of the Different Surface Phases Shown in the Phase
Diagram in Figure 5 (Note: For All Surfaces, 1 ML Refers to 1 Adatom per Unit Cell, Whose Sizes Are Given in Table 1)

phase temp range (K) theoretically predicted structure

a 1130 � T coexistence of planar and faceted Ir(210)
b 1070 � T � 1130 nanofacets with 0.5 ML oxygen on (311) and (311̄), and 1.0 ML on (110) superstructure
c 1000 � T � 1070 nanofacets with 0.5 ML oxygen on (311) and (311̄), and 2.0 ML on (110) superstructure
d 740 � T � 1000 nanofacets with 0.5 ML oxygen on (311) and (311̄), and 0.5 ML on (110) regular
e 650 � T � 740 nanofacets with 1.0 ML oxygen on (311) and (311̄), and 0.5 ML on (110) regular
f 575 � T � 650 nanofacets with 1.0 ML oxygen on (311) and (311̄), and 1.0 ML on (110) regular
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